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The St. Petersburg Astronomy Club has been the center of 

family astronomy in the Tampa Bay Area since 1927. Our 389 adult 

members are dedicated to promoting and sharing the wonders and 

science of astronomy. We host a dark-sky star party each New 

Moon at Withlacoochee River Park, along with local star parties, 

telescope-making workshops, science lectures, astronomy 

lectures, educational outreach sessions and much more. 
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NASA hits the mark 

NASA’s DART spacecraft purposefully impacted the 

moonlet Dimorphos, which circles the large asteroid 

Didymos. This was done to test the idea of protecting the 

Earth from killer asteroids, like any number of bad sci-fi 

movies (*cough* Armageddon *cough*). The test was a 

hope to accelerate the orbit by ten minutes, but instead the 

data shows an impressive 32-minute acceleration.  

 

 

 

New SPAC Members 

We would like to welcome Bill & Kim Northup, 

Sai & Maggie Kakumanu, David & Jenny 

Powell, Joshua & Terlize Belk, Bill Sefekar, 

and Jim Rutenbeck to our family of members. 

 

Examiner Staff 
 
Editor Guy Earle 813 785-1972     

Space News Steve Robbins 386 736-9123 

Field Reporter Kelly Anderson 813 672-2751      

Mirror Lab Ralph Craig 727 384-2086  

 

October General Meeting 

This month’s general meeting will take place 

on Friday, October 28th at 7:00 PM. The 

meeting will be in person at St. Petersburg 

College, Gibbs Campus, 6405 5th Avenue 

North, Philip Benjamin Social Arts Building, 

Room 114, (map on last page). 

  

This month will be our SPAC annual officer 

election and dinner. Bring a dessert, food 

and drinks will be provided, and come join 

the fun! See the map on the last page for the 

location.  
 

 
 

 

The club’s New Moon observing weekend 

will be held October 21st – 23rd at 

Withlacoochee River Park east of Dade City. 
 

 
 

mailto:mileslegionis@verizon.net
mailto:steve_robbins@cfl.rr.com
mailto:kander13@verizon.net?subject=SPACExaminer
mailto:RCraig@tampabay.rr.com
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SPAC New Moon Weekend 

Withlacoochee River Park 

September 23-25, 2022 

 

By Intrepid Field Reporter 

 

 

After a looooong, hot 

summer we finally got 

some good viewing! 

Temperatures had 

backed off a little from this Summer’s frying pan 

and the afternoon nasties (with one exception) 

stayed away. 

Thursday Joe Canzoneri was first to show, as 

usual, followed closely by your Intrepid Field 

Reporter. Weather was warmish before Noon but became warmisher by mid-afternoon, but 

with a steady breeze it was comfortable in the shade. Rich Tobin completed the Thursday 

arrivals, and that evening we beheld clear skies all night long. Seeing wasn’t perfect because 

high-thin clouds dampened the photons somewhat, but it was more than good enough to 

get some  astronomy done. Welcome to Autumn! Because Joe brought his NEW 60mm 

refractor, we blamed the high clouds on him. 

On Friday Jack Brockhurst arrived with his incredible home-made German Equatorial 

Mount sporting his 14 1/2 – inch reflector. Tim Harris arrived in his gigantor motor home 

(Mary Anne dropped by to visit for a few hours on Friday and Saturday) and quickly set up 

his incredible home-made go-to Dobsonian and 16-inch reflector. It’s pretty obvious that our 

club has some awesome talent with hand-crafted mounts and world-class instruments for 

everyone to enjoy.  

Jack & Roni Fritz set up their monster diesel pusher and Jack set up his, uh, he must 

have a scope somewhere, right? Jack? Shortly after that Bob & Rita Mizell, first-timers, 

1 NGC 7635, Bubble Nebula, Kelly Anderson 

 
KELLY ANDERSON 
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joined our happy band of people-who-stare-at-stars and they were ready to go with Bob’s 

Celestron NexStar 6SE.  

Friday skies were cloudy at sunset, but by 8:00 PM the skies cleared up except for the 

occasional rogue puff-ball that passed through. Temperatures throughout the nights were 

moderate to coolish. Nothing to require sweaters, just comfy. 

On Saturday AJ & Kameka Shirley + son 

(prospective members) joined us, along with Erik 

Grossman, Kyle Brinkman (still hasn’t installed a 

trailer hitch on his Mustang convertible), Paul 

Crate, Jeremy Macready, and Wayne Frey. Once 

again our clear-sky mojo was working. Dew was a 

little troublesome on Thursday night, but each 

following evening became progressively drier. We 

really didn’t need dew zappers on Saturday. 

Set your calendars for our next New Moon Weekend, October 21 – 23. We’re past this 

Summer’s ridiculously rainy season, so clear skies, as usual, are guaranteed. 

 

 

2023 SPAC Officers 

 

As there are no new nominations for this coming year, the 2022 officers are renewed for 2023. 

 

President, Brad Perryman 

Vice President, Paul Krahmer  

Secretary, Shirley Vuille 

Treasurer, Jim Hunter 

2023 Director, Kyle Brinkman 

2022 Director, Jack Fritz 

2021 Director, Steven Gaber 

 

 

 

 

2 M 16, Eagle Nebula, Kelly Anderson 
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Mike Partain 

 

Orange Blossom Special  

Star Party 
                                                  

Welcome to OBS season! 
 
 

We are closing in on our 30th annual OBS, it is only 4 months away. Registration is open and we 

already have 30 registrations signed up. Don’t wait, get signed up today. This year we have a mirror 

lab 12.5 Dobsonian raffle scope complete with sky commander! The scope is a former mirror lab 

raffle scope which was donated back to the club by Bruce. We are in the process of recoating the 

optics and cleaning up the scope for the raffle. You can find the link for the raffle 

online https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/raffle.php. We also have available our OBS T-shirts 

with options to order men’s and women’s cuts. We 

also have the option to order a sweatshirt as well. 

Sizes run a little small, so I would recommend 

ordering a size bigger than you normally. Order your 

shirt now, after December 12th, pricing will go up! 

You can order here at  Official 2023 SPAC 30th OBS 

Event Wear Group Order Form - Sign Up Today!. 

Doug and I are working on obtaining door prizes for 

OBS and if anyone should have gently used items or 

that eye piece which was never used laying around, 

please feel free to donate it for a door prize. 

Sadly, we will miss one of our long-time club 

members, Cal Waters, who passed away 

unexpectedly this week. Cal was a regular OBS 

attendee and was always there with a smile and a 

laugh. I met Cal at my first OBS in 2002 and ended 

up observing with him most of the night. Every year 

at OBS, I make it a point to observe Hind’s Crimson 

star but have never seen it like we did that night in 2002. That night it was a dark red spot which 

captivated our attention for at least 45 minutes. Please keep Cal’s family in your thoughts. 

 

 

 

https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/raffle.php
https://www.customink.com/g/tsd0-00cn-c6h0
https://www.customink.com/g/tsd0-00cn-c6h0
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Order Your 30th Anniversary OBS T-shirt Now!  
 

Click HERE by Dec. 12th to order your special OBS 

t-shirt, commemorating our 30th anniversary at the 

lower, initial price. We need a handful of SPAC members 

to help finish this initial order by December 12th, so click 

the link and support the club! The t-shirt design was 

created by SPAC member Doug Sliman, these navy 

Hanes Beefy tees are available in both regular and tall 

sizes, as well in long-sleeve and sweatshirt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.customink.com/g/tsd0-00cn-c6h0
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In Memoriam 
 

We’ve lost yet another beloved SPAC 

member, Cal Waters. Many of you will 

know Cal from seeing him at our OBS 

annual star party. He was a staple 

attendee, and I’d start looking for his 

signature black van as soon as I was on the 

field. Cal was a friend with whom I got to 

reconnect each February, in mere 

moments we caught up on what we each 

had been doing, often talking about places 

traveled and his new EV scope.  He was 

always proud to talk about his son, who 

took his air conditioning business and made it 

even bigger. Cal had a very distinct voice that 

was easy to pick out in the chatter of an 

evening’s observing session, and an infectious 

laugh that was accompanied with physical 

gestures that only amped up how hard 

everyone laughed along. There were many, 

many nights that I fondly remember Cal at the 

OBS star party, and he will be sorely missed 

this year.  

 

“Cal was the first SPAC member to 

befriend me at my first OBS in 2006. We have 

become closer through the years, traveling and 

cruising together with our wives. Cal had a 

great sense of humor and was fun to be 

around. We shared interest in astronomy, 

bicycling, and shooting. I will miss him very 

much.”    Jack Fritz 
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November Lunar Calendar 
 

 

First Quarter November 1 

November 1, Saturn will be 4.2° north of the Moon 

November 4, Jupiter will be 2.4° north of the Moon 

November 5, the South Taurid Meteor Shower, ZHR ~5 but fireballs possible this year 

 

Full Moon November 8, the Full Beaver Moon 

November 8, the Moon will cross the equator going northward at the ascending node 

November 8, a total lunar eclipse, totality begins 05:16 ends 06:41 EST 

November 9, Uranus will be at opposition 

November 9, the Pleiades will be 2.5° north of the Moon 

November 11, Mars will be 3.6° south of the Moon 

November 12, the North Taurid Meteor shower, ZHR ~5 

November 13, Pollux will be 1.7° north of the Moon 
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November 14, the Moon will be at Apogee: 404,924 km from Earth 

 

Third Quarter November 16 

November 17, the Leonid Meteor Shower with a late rising waning crescent Moon, ZHR ~10 

November 20, Spica will be 4.3º south of the Moon 

November 22, the Moon will cross the equator going southerly at the descending node 

 

New Moon November 23 

November 25, the Moon will be at Perigee: 362,826 km from Earth 

November 28, Saturn will be 4.2° north of the Moon 

 

 

                Space Exploration News 
 

 NASA’s Double Asteroid Redirection Text (DART) is impacted 

asteroid Dimorphos, about 530 feet in diameter at a speed of about 4 miles per 

second, attempting to alter its orbit around another asteroid, Didymos. The hope was to make a 5 

minute decrease in the orbital period. Instead, for reasons not entirely clear, but most likely related 

to the impulse of the ejecta from the point of impact, Dimorphos’ orbit has measured, changing 

from its previously measured 11-hour, 55 minute orbit to a new orbit of 11 hours, 23 minutes a 

much greater change than the 5 minutes or so previously theorized. In addition to the photos from 

the cubesat flying formation with DART, both the Hubble Space Telescope and James Webb Space 

Telescopes 

photographed the 

collision. Chock up a 

huge success for NASA. 

And the best summary 

of the entire event is by 

my favorite 

astrophysicist, Dr 

Becky Smethurst. 

 During September, 

the Mars helicopter, 

Ingenuity, defied all 

 
Steve Robbins 

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/dart-sets-sights-on-asteroid-target
https://youtu.be/a-rNAc3cWFc
https://youtu.be/a-rNAc3cWFc
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intentions, plans, even wild hopes,  as it proceeded to fly not once, but three times in quick 

succession. This included the first flight on another planet with a passenger, a piece of FOD (foreign 

object debris), apparently a shred from Perseverence’s parachute, blown across the Martian terrain 

(new word needed?). On its landing from September flight #2, Ingenuity landed literally on top of the 

FOD. On takeoff, the shred remained attached to Ingenuity’s landing leg for about a minute before 

it fell off to once again infest the Martian regolith. Ingenuity is seeking to once again rendezvous 

with Perseverence to spot for best routes for the rover. 

The orbital rocket community has a new member with a new company, Firefly Aerospace, who 

on their second try managed to get their Alpha rocket into a precisely calibrated circular orbit and 

deploy three brave microsatellites, one from NASA itself. The US Space Force Systems Command 

entered into a contract with Firefly Aerospace to launch a mission called Victus Nox, intended to 

demonstrate “responsive launch,” quickly building and integrating and launching a unique mission 

within 24 hours of notification. 

Perhaps the most successful space agency other 

than NASA, Japan’s JAXA suffered a setback  the other 

day, when a very unique four stage solid fueled rocket, 

Epsilon, failed to reach orbit. This rocket uses stage 1 

to nearly reach orbit, which is fairly conventional. Stage 

2 boosts it to the desired apogee, stage 3 circularizes 

the orbit roughly and the liquid fueled 4th stage irons 

out the kinks to achieve a precision orbit: quite the 

imaginative way to use cheap solid fuel boosters to invade what has been the exclusive territory of 

liquid fueled rockets. Eight satellites from various Japanese colleges were lost. This is Epsilon’s first 

failure in six total launches. Investigations are underway to determine the cause, which happened at 

separation of stage 2 and 3. The rocket was commanded to self-destruct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/40XIJ9e4W_Y
https://spacenews.com/fireflys-alpha-rocket-reaches-orbit-on-second-launch/
http://parabolicarc.com/2022/10/11/jaxas-epsilon-rocket-fails-8-satellites-lost/
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International Observe the Moon Night 

Report by Greg Simpson 

 

 My wife, Liz, and I were joined by fellow SPAC member Andy 

Watts in the beachside community of Gulfport on Saturday, October , 

as we participated in the International Observe the Moon Night 2022. 

We had absolutely beautiful, clear, cool weather, with 

many, many people out and enjoying the weather, which was such a 

treat after the rough weather we had during the close passage of 

Hurricane Ian. We set up our scopes on Beach Blvd. just north of the 

famous Gulfport Casino ballroom, our 8-inch Celestron SCT, and 

Andy’s 10-inch Orion Dobsonian. I had my scope tracking on the near 

first-quarter Moon as soon as we setup in the late afternoon, Andy 

joining in as well. As it got darker, more and more people stopped by 

our scopes and table, where we had Moon maps and old astronomy magazines as handouts, for a 

look. Andy was the first to spot Saturn, around dusk, low in the southeastern sky, and he trained his 

big Dob on the ringed planet. 

People were floored by the view, 

judging by the “Ooos” and 

“Ahhhs”! I kept my scope on the 

Moon, using a low-power wide-

field eyepiece to take in the full 

disc. At one point, someone 

pointed out the ISS passing 

almost directly overhead!  

By 10:00 pm we were ready 

to pack it in, after a 

very successful International 

Observe the Moon Night!  
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How to Image the Planets 

Part III: Equipment 

   Mars is coming up to opposition, Jupiter just passed, and Saturn’s still 

hanging around and now due south shortly after sunset. You’ve got a pretty decent laptop and 

ordered a camera. Your telescope can track, and you’re ready to go. What’s next?  

First, you’ve got to download some free stuff. Free stuff is great, right? Especially, since the 

camera likely set you back a couple hundred bucks. Hopefully, you already have a proper telescope 

and a laptop, so at this point you’re about 90% there. But how do you get from recording the planets 

and the Moon to producing a final image? There are two main astronomy programs used to capture, 

SharpCap and Firecapture. I know from starting out with a Neximage camera that Celestron has their 

own capture software—don’t use it unless it’s just to learn basic features. Trust me, I used it for the 

first six months, and when I finally got up the courage to try Firecapture and realized how superior it 

was, I could have kicked myself.  You can download Firecapture HERE and Sharpcap HERE. Both are 

great programs, with Sharpcap having some wider deep sky imaging options, but I like the ease and 

customization of Firecapture more. Youtube is your friend. Watch videos on how to use Firecapture. 

In short, you find your planet (if you can’t find the Moon then perhaps a different conversation needs 

to happen. LOL) by the traditional way with an eyepiece. Slowly increase the power and make sure 

it’s tracking well, then replace the eyepiece with the camera. You’ll likely have to refocus. After 

adjusting the brightness and shutter speed, you’ll take a video of the planet. Oh, big point I hadn’t 

mentioned: check the collimation prior to imaging. If you’re mirrors aren’t aligned properly (refractor 

people, hush!), then no amount of good weather will help your final image. 

Here's where deep sky imaging is very different than planetary. Deep sky takes a series of 

extended photos, such as 120 photos at 30 seconds each, then stacks them for a final product (yes, 

I know I’m greatly simplifying). For the planets and Moon, we look for seconds of good seeing 

throughout a video recording. Think of how heat looks over a hot car’s hood. If there’s heat in the 

way of what you’re looking at, the image will be crummy. Like right now, the skies are clear but the 

jet stream is over us and that makes the planets looks really noisy, and that does not make for good 

imaging. If you look at a planet on any given night through an eyepiece, you’ll see that the image 

waves in and out of focus, being really sharp then going to mush. By recording a video, you are 

capturing both good and bad “moments of seeing.” I use quotes because it’s something you’ll see in 

most explanations of imaging the planets. 

 

GUY EARLE 

 

http://www.firecapture.de/
https://www.sharpcap.co.uk/
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Firecapture is just for recording the planets. How long depends on the planet due to how fast 

they rotate. Jupiter is immense, but does a full rotation in just 10 hours, so if you record anything 

longer than 2-1/2 minutes then your image will likely blur. You can record slightly longer for Saturn 

and more so for other planets. Yes, you can take more than one video and process each of them, 

then in turn stack those so they line up at a specific time, but that’s a discussion for another edition. 

For this tutorial, I’m assuming you’re taking one video of whatever planet you’re imaging. 

Okay, you got that video file of Jupiter, which by the way should be the “SER” file extension and 

not “AVI” that Firecapture offers. SER is a file type I did not know about until Firecapture, but it 

maintains the image quality without using gobs of space on the hard drive like AVI files. So, the next 

step is how to take that video and turn it into an image. It’s time for another free program, this one 

called Autostakkert, which you can download HERE.  And yes, it can process SER files. Again, turn 

to Youtube on how to use it, but a brief explanation would be that you’re taking that video and 

splitting it into its separate frames. Think of cells on an animation reel or negatives. You set the 

percentage of what you wish to keep, as for me I generally only go as high as keeping the top 40-

50% of my frames. Why not 80%? Because you want as many good frames but you certainly don’t 

want to put the really bad ones in your image either. You quickly become a judge of what percentage 

to keep after a couple imaging sessions. Practice is key. Experiment and process one where you 

keep 80% of the frames and another at 30% and examine the differences. I’d bet the 30% is far 

sharper. This does bring up another point: frames, frames, frames. Didn’t I say that previously? The 

more frame you get, the sharper your final image will be. Here’s an example: 

I use my 16” Dobsonian on an equatorial platform for imaging. I’ve also used a 10” mirror and a 

6” at times, depending on the weather and if it was worth it to haul a larger scope out. On my 16” I 

can get about 180 frames per second as a recording rate for Jupiter. At two-and-a-half minutes that’s 

150 seconds X 180 frames each second, meaning after just one short video you really have captured 

27,000 frames. That’s 27,000 images of Jupiter! Let that sink in. I then open up Autostakkert, find 

that file, and tell it that I only want to keep the top 25% (maybe it wasn’t the greatest night to image). 

That STILL means that Autostakkert will find 6,750 of the best images and then stack them into one 

final image. It spits out just one image that’s a combination of 6,750 pictures, aligned so they all 

merge. Stacking more means the image is sharper, that is until you start adding in blurry junk 

pictures, then you’re going the other way. If you stack too few frames, when you try and sharpen that 

final image it will get all grainy. Post processing of that stacked image requires lots of frames, at a 

minimum, a couple thousand. You have to find the balance of the most usable frames. 

You still with me? Good. Eyes glazing over? Lay off the edibles. You’re now looking at the final 

image that Autostakkert spit out and are happy with it, but maybe the color isn’t quite right or you 

think it could be sharper. Guess what? It’s time for another free program! Now, this time we’re pulling 

an oldie that used to be the one and only program back in the day, but it still has many uses: it’s 

https://www.autostakkert.com/
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called Registax, and can be downloaded HERE. You may be sighing that it’s yet another program, 

but hear me out. One is to capture the planet, one is to take that video and produce a single image, 

while the third is to bring out the details. Again, turn to Youtube and find the videos where all they 

show you is how to adjust the wavelets. Weird word, but basically you adjust this left side of 

Registax’s screen and it brings out details in the planet. You’ll be shocked by the detail that can 

come out of what, at first glance, looks like a mediocre image. This programs main goal is to bring 

out the details. 

Now, if you want to use something like Photoshop or some variant to tweak the brightness, 

contrast, saturation, etc. of an image, go for it. I do ever time, but any photo editing software will 

work these basics. All the hard work was previously done by the other programs.  

I’ll state one more very important factor when imaging--time. Don’t expect to start out and 

produce Hubble level stuff. I can’t, and I’ve been imaging the planets since July of 2019 and I’m still 

learning stuff. That’s what has kept me in this hobby for 30 years, an endless learning curve. Here’s 

an image of Saturn from July 19th, 2019, about three weeks into imaging compared to one I did a few 

months ago, nearly three years to the day:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s the same 

comparison for 

Jupiter from 2019 and 

this season, both 

planets have 

improvements in the 

level of detail. Time 

will make you a 

better imager. 

Experiment with the 

programs, learn as much as you can, and always remember to 

have fun. If you have any questions, feel free to email me. 

  

 

https://www.astronomie.be/registax/
mailto:spacexaminer@gmail.com
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Above: The Elephant's Trunk nebula captured at the Okie-Tex Star Party 10/23-

24. RASA 11, CEM 70, ASI2600MM-P, Baadar Ultra High Speed Filter, 5x300s HA, 

17X300s O3, 14x300s S2 by Phillip Roey 

 

SPAC Image Gallery 

 Here are some excellent astrophotography highlights from our fellow SPAC members. 

Anyone who would like to share his or her work, I encourage you to email the editor to submit for 

future newsletters or share them on our SPAC Facebook page.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:spacexaminer@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/stpeteastronomyclub/
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Above: M31 the Andromeda Galaxy 60mm refractor, 60s x 120 in SharpCap by Joe Canzoneri 

Below: M1 the Crab Nebula, Camera: ZWO ASI2600MM, Mount: CEM70, Exposures: HA 300s 

x58, OIII: 300s x34, SII: 300s x 26, Filter: Baader Ultra-highspeed HA, OIII, SII — at Chiefland Astro 

Ranch by Jamie Kenas 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/154980167900903/user/100076573194966/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUHWjB9Rwkob0gEDGMPhgIC4ZFaRYG5jr32xpWVukv-AdR-zNR5zcpEbLDTHRomNqDbyLlU65AKzEZByQqOdqj7_R4czMfDVgPVucrpP-44aB0JZ6z7h6hfy08Aq1RwdljR7dm7XPhoudTirbQuw99NWA0Oi9O4zp9GN__lZnQJ7Vl155A5ibI-BwkVZ85VZR6jcN2U07tSgIQ5NyBwrTMK&__tn__=-%5dK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/154980167900903/user/100076573194966/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUHWjB9Rwkob0gEDGMPhgIC4ZFaRYG5jr32xpWVukv-AdR-zNR5zcpEbLDTHRomNqDbyLlU65AKzEZByQqOdqj7_R4czMfDVgPVucrpP-44aB0JZ6z7h6hfy08Aq1RwdljR7dm7XPhoudTirbQuw99NWA0Oi9O4zp9GN__lZnQJ7Vl155A5ibI-BwkVZ85VZR6jcN2U07tSgIQ5NyBwrTMK&__tn__=-%5dK-y-R
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Above: Site: Okie-

Tex 9/29/22, 

Mosaic of Cygnus 

region around the 

Crescent Nebula, 

Redcat 51, 

ASI2600 MC-P, 

LPro Filter, 3 

panels 300s x 15 

by Phillip Roey 

 

Right: IC1396 shot 

with my little Samy 

135mm and. 

Canon T3i. 

Processing with 

PS>Starnet++>Siri

l >PS by Daniel 

Dawson. 
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International Dark Sky Association 
 

 

Do you care about protecting the natural nighttime environment? Would you like to hear more 

about light pollution and its relationship to climate change, ecology, human wellbeing, and vibrant 

communities? Perhaps participate in a workshop on policy or community engagement? The 

International Dark-Sky Association is hosting a virtual conference on November 11-12, 2022. 

Sessions will happen across 24 hours in three different global time zones. Registration is free but 

required in advance. Want to know more? Click here. 

 

To learn more about light pollution and it’s harmful effects watch IDA’s Director of Engagement, 

Bettymaya Foott on TEDxKC: “Changing the world at the speed of light”. 

 
https://lnkd.in/ef3hC_EJ  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEEANN 

MUSZYNSKI 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://conference.darksky.org/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1666239751178466&usg=AOvVaw0YgHbZd-7vCnf_84B86CwT
https://lnkd.in/ef3hC_EJ
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SPAC Mirror Lab 

 

 Hi All, 

There are a lot of options for powering your equipment in the field. Most astronomical equipment 

is designed to run from 12 Volts. That makes powering it in remote places easier since most vehicles 

also use 12 Volt batteries. This seems to be the logic that equipment designers used. Your car or 

truck has a 12 Volt battery, so why not use it to power your rig at your remote, dark sky, observing 

site? Well, the one big fly in the ointment is the probability of a dead or weak car battery the next 

morning. I’ve had to give quite a few jump starts to people at observing sites over the years. So it’s 

a good rule of thumb that you shouldn’t actually use the 12 Volt battery in your vehicle to power all 

your 12 Volt astronomy equipment, especially if there isn’t going to be anyone else around to give 

you a jump start in the morning. 

Vehicle batteries are optimized for producing short bursts of high current to get an engine 

started. Think of them as the sprinters of the battery world. They aren’t in it for the long haul. A 

steady drain on them overnight will do them in. What you actually need to power your equipment are 

marathon running batteries that can keep putting out the Watts for hours, or even days, without 

going flat. These sorts of batteries are called deep-cycle batteries. They look like an ordinary car 

battery, and have the same standard form-factors as standardized vehicle batteries, but their internal 

construction is different. They are optimized for powering a constant load for a long period of time. 

Deep-cycle batteries are primarily used in RV and boating applications, and can be found just about 

anywhere that also sells car batteries. Use one of these to power your equipment instead of plugging 

it into your vehicle. 

Some of us in The Mirror Lab use large deep-

cycle batteries to power our equipment. Photo #1 

shows one of my own setups. It is a Group 24 deep-

cycle battery in a marine battery box, with some 

cigarette lighter sockets mounted on top of the box. 

It’s a dead-easy to build. Such battery boxes are 

available just about anywhere that also sells 

batteries. The cigarette lighter sockets can be found 

on Amazon or the automotive section of Walmart. 

 

MICHAEL DAVIS 
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This setup, fully charged, will supply the modest power needs of my big 17.5 inch DOB for an entire 

OBS. 

The above setup works great, but it has a couple of drawbacks. The battery is very large, and 

VERY heavy. Sometimes it can be a bit too much. Maybe you only need to power a small scope for a 

couple of hours. Maybe you only have a small vehicle. Maybe you have physical limitations that 

prevent you from lifting and toting such a heavy battery. There are lighter alternatives. Most of our 

modern portable devices use lithium ion batteries. They have amazing power densities for their 

weight and size. Allen covered using 12 Volt lithium ion cordless tool batteries to power astronomy 

equipment in the May 2022 SPAC Newsletter. But what about using the more common and more 

powerful 18 Volt cordless tool batteries? Obviously you can’t just plug your 12 Volt equipment into 

an 18 Volt battery. That would lead to disaster. 

They way to make the more common 18 Volt batteries work with 12 Volt equipment is to use a 

device called a DC to DC converter. As their name implies, DC to DC converters convert one DC 

Voltage to another DC Voltage.  May types are available. They can convert Voltages either up or 

down, as needed. In our case we use DC to DC converters that are capable of taking an input of at 

least 18 Volts and converting it to 12 Volts at the output. Then all we need to do is connect a 18V 

cordless tool battery to the input of the DC to DC converter, and connect our 12V equipment to the 

output. All this sounds simple. It’s actually slightly more complicated than that, but easily within 

reach of DIY types who have a little electronics knowledge and who like to build things. Sounds like 

the Mirror Lab Crew. 

Photo #2 shows all the parts needed for a basic setup. 1: An 

18V Ryobi cordless tool battery (any brand will work). 2: A 

connector to connect to the battery. Since every brand of battery 

is different, you will need a connector to fit your particular brand 

of battery (more on that below). 3: A suitable DC to DC 

converter. 4: A cigarette lighter socket. Wire all these parts 

together, and you 

have a way to 

power your 12V equipment with your 18V cordless tool 

batteries. You might want to actually put all this stuff 

into a nice, dew proof enclosure and include a fuse for 

safety. Maybe also add a power switch, power on 

indicator LED, and maybe multiple cigarette lighter 

outlets. Photo #3 shows the unit I built with all of the 

above refinements. 
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I said above that you will need a socket for the particular brand of cordless tool battery you 

intend to use. I think most of us would like to use the same type of battery we already use for our 

cordless tools at home, and not have to buy something completely different, and a different charger. 

People are getting the idea of using cordless tool batteries to power all kinds of things. Some people 

are supplying the need for such battery connectors on Ebay and other marketplaces. 3D printed 

connectors for most battery types can be found without too much difficulty. Of course if you have 

access to a 3D printer you can always just print your own, as Allen has done. Design files for the 

various types of battery connectors can be found online, usually for free. 

In my case I took the more traditional approach 

and machined my own custom connector from wood 

and home-made spring clips, as can be seen in photo 

#4. I also made a small wooden box to enclose it all. 

Photo #5 is a peek inside the nearly completed unit. 

The DC to DC converter is on the far right. Two 

cigarette lighter ports are on the far left. As you can 

see, the wiring is actually fairly straight-forward, even 

with a few added bells and whistles. 

I hope this helps give you some ideas for 

powering your equipment in the field. Prime 

Florida observing season is coming up. The nights 

are getting longer and the humidity is dropping. So, 

dust off your telescopes and sort out some way to 

power them. I’ll see you out on the observing field. 

That’s all for this month. Please feel free to 

submit your own article ideas. If you know of a 

mirror making or telescope making story that you 

think should be showcased here, email me 

at astronomermike@gmail.com. Put “Mirror Lab Submission” in the title so it will stand out in my email 

torrent. You can follow everything happening at The Mirror Lab at http://telescopelab.com/. You can 

follow what I am doing on my blog at http://www.mdpub.com 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:astronomermike@gmail.com
http://telescopelab.com/
http://www.mdpub.com/
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For Sale 

Item #1 
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Item #2 

Orion StarSeeker IV 102mm Go-to Telescope 2016 

 

For sale is a Mac-Case with included two eye pieces, moon filter, solar filter, shock feet, 

universal camera adapter, documentation, 4 solar eclipse glasses. If interested, please contact Vince 

at socialsurfer@icloud.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:socialsurfer@icloud.com
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Item #3 

Huge inventory of books and older astronomy collectibles 

From Ronnie Beck, he has a 22-page inventory of books and other items for sale. If you’re 

interested, please reach out to him at 727-577-0629 or steelchecker@aol.com. Here’s a few 

snapshots from his list: 

mailto:steelchecker@aol.com
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Item #4 

Celestron G-8N Telescope 8” Newtonian 

 

For sale by David Beecroft is an 8” equatorial reflector. Please reach out to him to inquire about 

price and additional photos at 727-224-3871 Cell or Text davidb@beeconservices.com 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:davidb@beeconservices.com
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SPAC Business Meeting    

Our next business meeting is Wed., Nov. 9th, at 8:00 PM via conference call; details upon request.  

All interested members are invited to attend. All club business decisions are made at the business 

meeting so as not to encumber the general meeting. 

Officers & Directors 
President Brad Perryman 727 420-1957 

Vice Pres. Paul Krahmer 727 535-5827 

Secretary Shirley Vuille 727 864-2624 

Treasurer Jim Hunter 813 507-8415 

Dir.-at-Large Kyle Brinkman 727 455-6931 

Dir.-at-Large Steven Gaber 727 215-0464 

Dir.-at-Large Jack Fritz 727 692-9831 

SPACE Editor Guy Earle 813 785-1972 

Public Relations John O'Neill 727 637-5945 

Membership Chair Shirley Vuille 727 864-2624 

Mirror Lab Chair Paul McNabb 727-345-5713 

Outreach Chair Jim Hunter 813 507-8415 

Star Party Chair Mike Partain 850 339-0828 

Librarian Ralph Craig 727 384-2086 

Club Webmaster Jack Fritz 813 508-5680 

Dark Sky Chair    Leeann Muszynski 813-601-0986 

Click on the name to send email 
 

Withlacoochee New Moon Weekends 

There’s no need for reservations. However, 

the park closes at sundown, so you will need to 

arrive before then. The park rangers will give you 

the gate-code once you’re inside the park. Please do not call for the gate code as they are not 

allowed to give it out over the phone. 

Reservations are not necessary. Please print and display our Friends-Of-The-Park Pass on 

your dashboard.  

Please join us! All astronomy enthusiasts are 

welcome. You do not need to be a club member to 

attend. Please refer to our Club Calendar for details and 

scheduled dates. 

 

 

Withlacoochee River Park – Dade City, FL 

Detailed directions can be found at: 
www.StPeteAstronomyClub.org 

mailto:bradperryman300@gmail.com?subject=SPAC%20Info%20Request
mailto:pkrahmer@tampabay.rr.com
mailto:SVUILLE@aol.com
mailto:Hunters2178@verizon.net
mailto:browncongo@yahoo.com
mailto:sgaber1016@gmail.com
mailto:jack.fritz99@gmail.com
mailto:SPACExaminer@gmail.com
mailto:John@oneilladvertising.com?subject=SPAC%20Info%20Request
mailto:SVUILLE@aol.com
mailto:rmcnabb@tampabay.rr.com
mailto:Hunters2178@verizon.net
mailto:strashni2002@yahoo.com
mailto:RCraig@tampabay.rr.com
mailto:jack.fritz99@gmail.com
mailto:lmusz@yahoo.com
https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/FriendsOfThePark.pdf?v=1534511890
http://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/calendar.php
http://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/
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Recognition of Patrons & Benefactors 
 

Clifford B. Benham   Benefactor 

Lakeisha & Stephen Black  Benefactor 

David Brewer   Benefactor 

Walter Brinkman   Benefactor 

Mark & Sharon Bruns  Benefactor 

Dave & Deborah Catalano  Benefactor 

Jack & Roni Fritz   Benefactor 

Christopher Halls   Benefactor 

Michael Haworth & Melanie Otte Benefactor 

Sai & Maggie Kakumanu  Benefactor 

Jamie Kenas   Benefactor 

David Knowlton   Benefactor 

Laura & Roy Lanier   Benefactor 

Greg Legas    Benefactor 

Tod Markin    Benefactor 

Kelly McGrew   Benefactor 

Kevin & Karen Mulford  Benefactor 

Will & Jenni Nelson   Benefactor 

David & Tara Pearson  Benefactor 

Rath, Damon & Jean Futch  Benefactor 

Doug & Teri Sliman   Benefactor 

Todd Vogt & Brittany MacDonald Benefactor 

Andrew & Bonnie Watts  Benefactor 

Bob & Michele Winslow  Benefactor 

************************************************ 

Dan & Alyson Affolter  Patron 

Steven Balke   Patron 

Christopher Bankston  Patron 

Lori Bartels-Tobin &   Patron 

Lori & Espen Holmen   Patron 

Kyle Brinkman   Patron 

Rich & Bonny Carlson  Patron 

Ralph & Christine Craig  Patron 

Garrison Crenshaw & Diane Doolittle  Patron 

Peter & Jaclynn Dimmit  Patron 

Daniel Doyle & Suzanne Ford  Patron 

Guy & Kelly Earle   Patron 

Gabe & Elaine Faraone  Patron 

Joseph & Pamela Faubion  Patron 

Darla & Peter Flynn   Patron 

Steve & Cindy Fredlund  Patron 

Steve Gaber & Karen Sell  Patron 

Richard & Mary Garner  Patron 

Les & Janet Gatechair  Patron 

Steve Gross & Julia Winston  Patron 

Kevin Hanley   Patron 

Jason & Steph Hargrove  Patron 

Timothy & Mary Ann Harris  Patron 

Sharon Herman & Melissa Hughes Patron 

Charlie & Linda Hoffman  Patron 

Matt Hughes & Manuel Ordonez Patron 

Lee Jarvis    Patron 

Paul & Robin Kavan   Patron 

Neal Kleinman   Patron 

Matt Labadie & Jennifer Willman Patron 

Joe & Shirley Litton   Patron   

Barbara Lloyd   Patron 

Michael Maguire   Patron 

Steve & Jeri Maiaroto  Patron 

Allen Maroney & Tracee Elliott Patron 

Gabriel & Reyna Martinez  Patron 

Joe Mirabelle   Patron 

Herb Monroe & Martha Stewart Patron 

Leeann Muszynski   Patron 

Robert Nadeau & Ali Wuchert  Patron 

Stephen Oros   Patron 

Michael & Carli Partain  Patron 

Brad & Lisa Perryman  Patron 

Alan Polansky   Patron 

David & Jenny Powell  Patron 

John & Abbie Redmond  Patron 

David & Rusty Richmond  Patron 

Christian & Wendy Rubach  Patron 

Robert Rutledge   Patron 

Gregory Satchwell   Patron 

Rebeca & Jack Selbo  Patron 

Anthony Staiano   Patron 

Tom & Michelle Sweet  Patron 

Alexie Velez & Yanira Hernandez Patron 

Charlie White   Patron 

Ed Wilson    Patron 

Elizabeth Wood   Patron 
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St. Petersburg Astronomy Club Membership Form 

 

 

 

Membership in St. Petersburg Astronomy Club, Inc. (SPAC) is open to anyone, regardless of age, who is 

interested in astronomy. Benefits of membership include a monthly subscription to the SPAC Examiner 

newsletter, reduced camping rates and use of the club’s bunkhouse at our dark sky site at Withlacoochee River 

Park, the ability to serve on the SPAC board and voting privileges.  Dues are considered donations and are  

non-refundable. Membership options are available as listed below.   
 

You are now able to choose how you wish to join or renew your membership:  
 

• Preferred On-line Website Option:  New instructions as our website has been updated. 

Go to https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/Sign_In.php on the SPAC website where you can join, view and 

update your membership profile, provide payment, and print your membership card.  

 

• US Mail Option:  Takes more time to process manually because we are all volunteers. 

Complete the attached membership form and send it along with your payment to:  

Jim Hunter  

17316 Oak Ledge Drive   

 Lutz, FL  33549.   
(Checks should be made payable to SPAC, Inc.)  

 

Adult 1: ____________________________________ Adult 2: _______________________________________ 

Street: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: ________________________________ Cell Phone: ____________________________________ 

Email Address:  ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Number of Children under 18:  _________________________________ 
 

Memberships:  

Single:        [  ]  $ 30.00/YR. Includes one adult, minor children, the “SPACE” newsletter, and all the rights   

 and privileges of membership.  

Family:        [  ]  $ 35.00/YR. Includes two adults, minor children and the above rights and privileges.  

Patron:        [  ]  $ 50.00/YR. A Patron member is entitled to the above rights and privileges.  

Benefactor:  [  ]  $100.00/YR. A Benefactor member is entitled to the above rights and privileges.  

Student:       [  ]  FREE.  SPAC offers free membership to full time high school and college students.   

   Expected date of graduation: ____________________________________________________________________   

Total Submitted:    $____________________________________ 

 

Your SPAC Membership Card is required for reduced fees at the campground. 

https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/Sign_In.php
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